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I deeply appreciate being given the opportunity to share my thoughts with you today at this Baccalaureate Mass. In offering this reflection, I would like to say something that is worth hearing for everyone here, but in particular I would like to address the members of the graduating class.

This is a truly joyful occasion: The day you graduate from law school. I hope you know that everyone here, your family and friends, the faculty, staff, and administration of the Law School and the University, are proud of you and of your accomplishments. We are happy to be with you and to share your joy as we celebrate this day.

This celebration begins here, with our celebration of the Mass. We are commemorating and celebrating the learning you have gained and the sacrifices you have made during the past three or four years of law school by celebrating and commemorating the sacrifice of the Lord Jesus, the Divine Teacher who fulfilled the law perfectly by embracing the Cross. In the life and person of Jesus, given to us in the Gospel and in the Eucharist, we have someone to whom, no matter how educated we become, no matter how many degrees we accumulate, we can always return and learn something new, and meaningful, and wonderful to behold.

I think it would be fair to say that you see some connection between your faith and your legal education, otherwise you would not be here today. You certainly weren’t required to come
to the Baccalaureate Mass. You could have skipped it and stayed home this morning and slept in, or you could have gone to brunch with your parents or friends. But you chose to come here because you see that your faith and your chosen profession are related. They are connected in some fashion.

This morning I would like to share with you some of my reflections on this connection, on the relationship between the practice of the Catholic faith and the practice of law. The first thing that can be said about this relationship is that it is multi-faceted. Indeed, there are so many connections that we couldn’t discuss them all even if we had the time. I would like to focus, therefore, on two connections that I think are especially pertinent to your future work as attorneys.

The first of these connections is your responsibility to see that justice is done within our legal system. Justice is of course concerned with matters of right and wrong, good and evil. Justice is the right ordering of things, the right relationship among people within society, and between human beings and God. Ultimately the justice that each of us owes to one another is love, and the justice to which God calls us is communion with Him in heaven.

The justice of our legal system is a little different. It doesn’t set its sights quite so high. It is still concerned with right and wrong, but it conceives the question almost entirely in procedural terms. Thus, justice in our legal system is primarily concerned with ensuring that the proper rules have been followed. This emphasis on rules and procedures might lead
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you to believe that justice really isn't your concern, that it is an ethereal, other-worldly concept which you may have talked about in law school, but which has no bearing on the "real world" of practicing lawyers.

Make no mistake, nothing could be farther from the truth. Every day when you go to work as a lawyer, justice should be on your mind. For some of you this will be easy: for the prosecutor seeking to incarcerate a brutal rapist, or the defense attorney representing an individual wrongly accused of a crime or whose rights have been violated by the state. But justice is also at stake even where the competing interests in public safety and individual freedom aren't so acute. When you, as a civil litigator in private practice, serve an overly broad discovery request on your opponent, justice is called into question. When you, as a business lawyer, advise a corporation whether to purchase a competing business, or to treat a certain item as a deduction on its taxes, justice is at stake.

Indeed justice touches upon virtually everything you will do in your professional life, even the most boring and routine, like keeping track of your billable hours at the end of the day. It's easy to lose sight of this, but your Christian faith requires you to be mindful of justice even where it isn't readily apparent.

The second connection between the faith and the practice of law that I would like to share with you today is the Mystery of the Incarnation, a belief which is at the very heart of our Catholic faith.

Simply put, our belief in the Incarnation is this: Some two thousand years ago, Jesus Christ, who is truly God, entered into human history as a man. He did not come in all the overwhelming splendor of the Divine, but in a way that made the glory of God intelligible to human beings. As St. John so
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beautifully writes in the prologue of his Gospel: “The Word became flesh, he dwelt among us, and we saw his glory, the glory as of the Father’s only Son, full of grace and truth.” And so it is that Jesus Christ, the Word of God, took on our human nature and became incarnate. He came as one of us, as a human being who was nurtured in the womb of his human mother and taught the value of human work by his human adoptive father, a carpenter.

We are treated to a glimpse of this mystery in the Gospel reading for today, taken from the end of St. John’s Gospel. Here the Crucified and Risen Christ appears to the apostles by the Sea of Tiberias. After seeing Him suffer and die on the Cross, the apostles now enjoy the company of Jesus once again, revealing the glory of God. They know that as God Jesus is the master of all existence, of time future and time past. He knows when and how St. Peter will die and give glory to God. Moreover, as St. John makes clear, because Jesus is the Son of God, the world could not contain all the books that could be written about Him. He is the Word of God which mere human words cannot fully capture or express.

Our belief in the Incarnation is not belief in a myth or a story, let alone a feeling as to how the world ought to be. It is, instead, belief in an historical event, an event in human history of such singular and universal importance and ultimate meaning that its true significance can never be overstated. As such, it has a direct, immediate, and intimate bearing on what you will do as lawyers everyday. What is this connection?

Everyday you are in practice as an attorney, you will deal with the real concrete legal problems of real human persons. For most of you, this will be a drastic change from your experience in law school. This is because for the past three years you have, as
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it were, lived in the land of the hypothetical, where one “party A” sued “party B” over the sale of some parcel of land called Blackacre, and where XYZ Corporation manufactured faulty widgets which injured plaintiffs John Doe and Mary Roe. This was all imaginary and you knew it, but it served its pedagogical purpose. The unreality of the hypothetical gave you the critical distance you needed to see the point of law, to abstract the principle at work and to see how it might apply in other generically similar situations. Throughout your legal education you also surely read many real cases from the past that involved the lives of real people, but even these had an air of unreality about them. They were someone else’s cases, a history already lived, not something to be touched here and now.

Today, in graduating from law school, you have in a sense “graduated” from the hypothetical reality of the classroom to the incarnate reality of legal practice, and life will never be the same. Now you will be dealing with real companies that manufacture real products, not widgets—companies that engage in real transactions with real consequences not only for the buyer and seller, but for all of society. There will be no more party A’s and B’s or John Does and Mary Roes. Instead, everyday you will come face-to-face with a real flesh-and-blood human being with a real name, with a real history, and with real problems to be solved.

This concrete reality that you will soon experience as lawyers has a profoundly religious and spiritual dimension to it, a dimension whose meaning becomes clear only in light of the faith and in particular, the Mystery of the Incarnation. From the revelation that God shared with our Jewish brothers and sisters long ago, the descendants of Abraham, our father in faith,¹³ we know that every human person is formed in the image and likeness of God.¹⁴ In the Mystery of the Incarnation the profound dignity of human nature is fully realized, and “the incomparable value of every human person” is made manifest.¹⁵ Indeed, the Second Vatican Council teaches us that by the “very fact” that Christ assumed a human nature, He raised it up “to a divine dignity in our respect too. For by His incarnation the Son
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of God has united Himself in some fashion with every man."16 This unity with Christ is not a unity with human nature in the abstract. Indeed, in reflecting on this passage from the Council at the beginning of his pontificate, Pope John Paul II made clear: "We are not dealing with the 'abstract' man, but the real, 'concrete,' 'historical' man. We are dealing with 'each' man, for each one is included in the mystery of the Redemption and with each one Christ has united himself for ever through this mystery."17

Thus, the significance of the Incarnation for you as lawyers could not be more profound. The reality of God having become one of us for our sake means that in your work as attorneys you must strive to find Christ in other people.

Again, for some of you this will be easy. Because Christ was Himself a victim who wrongfully suffered at the hands of others, you should be able to find Him in those who are victimized today—the personal injury plaintiff who was crippled by the negligence, greed, or indifference of another, the worker who was not hired because of the color of her skin, and the child who was abandoned, abused, or neglected by his parents. The dignity of Christ Himself can be found in each of these persons, and you as a lawyer must work to serve this dignity through the instruments of law.

But you must go beyond this. You must also see Him where you least expect Him. You must find Him not only in the innocent client who is a sympathetic victim, but in the guilty person whom the state would condemn to death. You must see Him in the attorney who is your opponent, and in the judge who oversees your case. This, I can assure you, will not always be easy. Indeed, sometimes it will be very difficult because sometimes your opponent will treat you unfairly, and sometimes judges make decisions that are wrong or even unjust. As a Catholic lawyer you need not simply accept this unfair treatment, but you must remember that incivility, mistakes in judgment, and even criminal guilt, cannot erase the dignity that every human person enjoys by virtue of God's love revealed in the wonder of the Incarnation.18 It will not always be easy to see
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the world in this way, but this is the demand of your faith, this is the call of your baptism.

It is your baptism that continues to bind you to Christ even today. During your time at Loyola when you were hard at work in studying for exams, when you set out to learn some arcane point of law dealing with federal taxation, the Uniform Commercial Code, or the law against perpetuities, or when you toiled away revising your moot court brief or your research paper by poring over the tedious and insufferable rules of the Blue Book, you may have thought that you were isolated and alone.

But you were not alone. Christ was there with you shouldering your burden, holding you up, and leading you on. And Christ, the Incarnate Son of God, will continue to be there with you through all the challenges you will face in your professional life. You have only to ask for His help.

***

Some two thousand years ago the Son of God became Incarnate, and history will never be the same. Soon, you will be lawyers, and life will never be the same. May God give each of you the grace to live your vocation as a lawyer in the service of justice and in authentic witness to the Gospel. Amen.
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